Abstract—With the robust improvement of the Internet, there are lots of network issues existing in the network systems. Many research works proposed different approaches to resolve the network issues in order to enhance the performance of network management and guarantee the user’s QoE (Quality of Experience). However, it is not easy to have the global views about the network issues and the troubleshooting approaches. This paper presents a survey on troubleshooting with a special concentration on network issues. The main contribution of this survey is a detailed analysis of state-of-the-art related to network issues troubleshooting which evaluates their benefits and drawbacks. Moreover, these research work are classified into some categories to provide the useful guideline for troubleshooting research. Open issues and challenges in this field are also discussed. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first survey on troubleshooting of network issues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the number of users using the Internet and their services are increasing robustly. To maintain the quality of service and improve the user’s QoE, many service providers utilize the cloud service of the third party to store and process the user’s data. If the failures happen or there are any errors related to cloud service providers, this will lead to the reduction of their incomes. Cerin et al. [1] present a survey on downtime statistics of some service providers. In this work, it is reported that downtime in YouTube, CloudFlare, Paypal, Facebook are worth approximately $200,000, $336,000, $225,000, and $200,000 per hour, respectively. When the issues exist in the systems, the IT administrators have to do some methods to find out and troubleshoot the network issues as soon as possible. The longer they resolve the problems, the more serious the damage becomes.

In the traditional approach, the IT administrators use some probing tools such as ping, traceroute, netperf, tcpdump, etc. In [2], Zeng conducted the survey on 58 tools of different kinds of networks including small, medium, large and very large networks. In this report, ping, traceroute are two tools which are more popular than others. Moreover, it is reported that there are approximately 40, 30, 23 percent of IT administrators who spend from 5 to 30 minutes, from 30 to 60 minutes, and from 60 to 300 minutes per day to troubleshoot the network issues, respectively. Besides, there is 35 percent of administrator generating over 100 tickets per months. According to this report, the necessity of network troubleshooting is extremely large, and it plays an essential role in network diagnoses and management. The development of distributed systems emerge some challenges for the traditional probing tools. The failures location in these systems [3] is not easy because these systems span into many locations, caching servers, CDN (Content Delivery Network), etc. This paper presents some issues that frequently exist in the network systems, the troubleshooting in SDN and the overview of troubleshooting techniques to resolve these troubles.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the issues in the network. Section III categories and evaluates some network troubleshooting methods. Section IV presents some drawbacks and challenges of current network troubleshooting methods. The paper concludes with Section V which highlights the conclusion and future works.

II. NETWORK TROUBLESHOOTING

This section provides an overview of some popular issues. The literature on network troubleshooting is extensive so that the preliminary overview of issues go far beyond this section. When an issue appears, network administrators do not know which kinds of issues they are and where they locate. The issues can result from network service providers (NSP) or application service providers (ASP). In this section, we classify the issues into network issues which caused by NSP and application issues which resulted from ASP. The detail is described in Fig. 1.

A. Network Issues

According to [2], network reachability is the network state which illustrates that the clients are unable to connect to the servers. This is the most popular issues in the network systems. There are two kinds of reachability issues [4] containing transient and non-transient. The transient reachability issues can be caused by some transient events (e.g. link flaps). The non-transient reachability issues are more difficult to be resolved from the failures of physic links, router misconfigurations,

In [7], Net-Replay can point out the position of packet re-ordering and packet loss in the network. Packet re-ordering is the network behavior when the order of some packets in the flows is confused during the packet transmission in the network. Leung et al. [12] provide the comprehensive survey on packet re-ordering in TCP. In the packet re-ordering issues, the router where the change takes place will be remarked in the replayed packets. Packet loss is the issue that occurs when the packet transmission across the network fail to reach their destinations. For the packet loss issues, Net-Replay uses the NotFoundAt field in the replayed packet to inform the receivers about the location of packet loss. Besides, there are some research works concentrating on packet loss issues. In [11], the authors also present the proposed ICMP packets to support for troubleshooting the packet loss issues in the network. Mahimkar et al. [13] proposed a statistical correlations-based approach to troubleshoot the network issues. They use the local spatial proximity at the router level using the information extracted from syslogs and SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) measurements to detect the packet loss in the network. In [14], the authors proposed a tool, called BADABING, that overcomes the standard Poisson-based methods [15] to evaluate the end-to-end packet loss characteristics.

Link failure is the issue which caused by many factors such as a cable being unplugged, misconfiguration or denial of service attack, etc. Duffield et al. [6] [16] presented an approach using smallest consistent failure set (SCFS) rule to detect the failed links. Padmanabhan et al. [17] developed and evaluated three approaches based on passive network tomography using random sampling, linear optimization, and Bayesian inference using Gibbs sampling. The input of this method contains the header of TCP packets and corresponding ACKs. Kandula et al. [18] present Shrink, a tool using the Bayesian network and the SRLG (Shared Risk Link Groups) description and marginal probability of SRLG failures. In [19], Nguyen proposed a technique based on Maximum likelihood and Bayesian principles using the packet loss and end-to-end data transmission in the network to estimate the link loss rate and identify the link loss.

Security policy violation (SPV) is one of the most important issues in the network systems. This can be caused by many factors including malware, botnet or DDoS attack. These are the implicit threats causing to other network issues including congestion, packet loss, unreachability that can reduce the quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE). Karimazad et al. [20] proposed a method DDoS attack detection using Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural networks and features extracted from network traffic including average packet size, number of packets, time interval variance, etc. Nowadays, the DDoS attack can result from malware and botnet, so many research works concentrate on these fields. Wang et al. [21] presented a malware traffic classification using raw network traffic and convolutional neural network (CNN). Tran et al. [22] proposed an LSTM-based framework to detect the DGA botnet and their command and control servers.

Beyond the above issues, there are another network issues including high router CPU utilization (HRCU), and
**forwarding loop.** According to troubleshooting technotes of Cisco [23], the high router CPU utilization can result from different reasons such as interrupts, processes, software encryption, fragmentation, etc. In [13], the proposed method collects CPU utilization measurements of the routers every 5 minutes via SNMP to detect and troubleshoot this issue. For the forwarding loop, these errors occur in the routing algorithm which lead to the loop in the path to the destinations. Whitaker et al. [24] proposed forwarding loop framework through inserting the small Bloom filter to the packet headers. Kazemian et al. [25] proposed a framework, called Header Space Analysis (HSA), that can detect the forwarding loop. If there are any packets across a port twice, this framework will implement some tests to find the location of issues.

All the above issues relate to the network symptoms while there is some issues caused by administrators such as **router misconfiguration.** In [26], Feamster proposed a router configuration checker that can detect the errors in BGP configuration using static analysis. This tool can detect two kinds of faults including route validity faults, and path visibility faults. Route validity faults are the issues where the routers learn the route that is not in usable paths while path visibility faults are the issues where the routers can fail to learn existing routes in the network. Le et al. [27] proposed a method applying association rules mining to configuration files of routers to address the problem of router misconfigurations. In [28], Aggarwal presents the method for the misconfiguration in the home network using machine learning algorithm (Decision Tree C4.5) and some network features including features related to flags of TCP, UDP packet, etc.

Similarly to traditional network systems, there are some issues in SDN-based network systems. Consequently, some researchers focus on **SDN troubleshooting.** Muthumanikan- dan et al. [29] present a survey on link failures on SDN. In [30], ONOS (Open Network Operating System) is an open-source project that can monitor the whole network to detect the forwarding loop in SDN in real time. Dethise et al. [31] proposed Prelude, a system for forwarding loop detection in SDN using Secure Multi-Party Computation (SMPC) techniques. Network Debugger (NDB) [32] implements breakpoints and packet backtraces to detect the correctness of forwarding such as logical errors, switch implementation errors, etc. In [33], NetSight uses the packet histories to troubleshoot some issues including packet drop, forwarding loop, congestions, etc. Gheorghe et al. [3] proposed SDN-RADAR that incorporates SDN features and distributed monitoring of network traffic to help administrators resolve some issues such as fault link, congestion, and packet loss.

**B. Application Issues**

When the errors appear, this can relate to the application faults. For example, the poor quality of some video call services do not result from the network issues, but it can be caused by the faults in the server of these services. Consequently, some researchers focus on the failure diagnose in applications. Zhuang et al. [34] designed a tool, called NetCheck, that can diagnose the problems in applications. NetCheck collects the sequence of system call generated by the applications to generate the network model and make the diagnoses. This tool can detect the faults in some applications such as FTP, Pidgin, Skype, and VirtualBox. Wang et al. [35] proposed PeerPressure that uses statistics and Window registry-based features to diagnose the application issues. PeerPressure can detect 20 real-world issues including slowing in MSN Instant Messenger, setting fails in IE Proxy, etc. Su et al. [36] and Zhang et al. [37] proposed the methods using configuration settings and the executing environment to troubleshoot the issues related to MySQL, PHP and Apache.

### III. NETWORK TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES

In this section, we present the overview of some troubleshooting techniques and categorize these methods according to their main algorithms including active methods, passive methods and hybrid methods. The active methods use probing packets into network systems to analyze and monitor the system. The passive methods just monitor the network traffic to detect and locate the issues. This approach does not increase the overhead of the system. The hybrid methods use both active probes and network traffic analysis to detect and locate the issues. The detail is described in Fig. 2. The characteristic of some reviewed research works is shown in Tab. I.

#### A. Active methods

1) **Traditional Tool-based Methods:** When the network systems have some abnormal behaviors, the IT administrators utilize some troubleshooting tools such as ping, traceroute, tcpdump, or nmap to define the network issues. It is simple to use these tools and requires low time processing. However, these tools cannot identify the location of the network issues. For instances, ping can provide the round trip time and packet loss, check the reachability of a host to another hosts or targets, but it cannot detect the root causes when the requests timed out.

2) **Methods without Traditional Tool Utilization:** This method uses probing packets through the network systems to get the information and evaluate the measures to locate the network issues. In [7], the authors replay the test packets to detect the location of network faults such as packet loss, packet re-ordering, and congestion. Zeng et al. [8] use the router configuration and test packet selection algorithms to find the test packets necessary. This method can detect and locate the network issues such as incorrect firewall rule, forward rule, congestion, strict priorities, etc. However, the probing methods need to send the test packets to analysis and evaluate. It is ineffective when test packets are lost due to some reasons. Besides, it also increases the link capacity when it transmits the test packets in the network systems. Moreover, some methods [7] need to modify the test packets to insert some useful feedback for network troubleshooting.

#### B. Passive methods

1) **Rule-based Methods:** The rule-based method uses the rule matching to interpret information in a useful way. In
Fig. 2: Classification of troubleshooting approaches.
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[27], Le uses router configuration and association rule mining, which learns the relationship of input data and identifies the strong rules using some measures of interestingness, to address the router misconfiguration. Moreover, Chen et al. [38] implement the association rule mining to detect the eBay’s failures. Rule-based method does not require the test packets as in [7] and [8], but it has the essential drawbacks in the trade-off between time usage and accuracy. When the dataset of rules is huge, the accuracy will be high, but it requires more time processing. Therefore, it is not easy to implement in real-time.

2) Machine Learning-based Methods: Similarly, machine learning also uses statistical techniques to learn with data, and make the decision. In [28] and [38], they implement the decision tree (machine learning algorithm) to troubleshoot the misconfiguration in the home network, and eBay’s failures, respectively. Kalibhat et al. [39] evaluate the performance of SVM (Support Vector Machine), ANN (Artificial Neural Network) and LR (Logistic Regression) in the troubleshooting application issues due to misconfiguration. Jayaraj et al. [40] classify the loss into congestion loss and contention loss using uses both a supervised learning technique (hidden Markov model) and an unsupervised learning technique (Expectation Maximization clustering). With the improvement of SDN, Mestres et al. [41] proposed a new paradigm, called Knowledge-Defined Networking that can improve the routing in an overlay network and resource management in an NFV (Network Function Virtualization) scenario using ANN (Artificial Neural Network). Nguyen et al. [19] use the Bayesian inference technique to troubleshoot the link loss in the sensor network. These methods can implement in real-time due to small time processing, but it is not easy to detect and locate new network and application issues. A noticeable features of the rule and machine learning-based methods are easy to expand in order to trouble new network issues because these methods only modify the data input while others have to change the core algorithms.

3) Coefficient-based Methods: Apart from the above methods, there are other approaches including consistent coefficient [6] or correlation coefficient [42] to detect and resolve link failures. Moreover, Mahimkar et al. [13] apply the correlation coefficient to address the packet loss, router CPU utilization and link loss. However, these methods are not easy to customize to detect the new kinds of network issues. Besides, the time processing of these methods is necessary to carefully evaluate.

C. Hybrid Methods

In [10], Traverso proposed a hybrid method that uses active probes, the packet level trace in the network, and implements correlation analysis to troubleshoot the congestion in the network. The active probes are implemented via data transmission to the server and log the application layer throughput. Zhuang et al. [34] use system call in the applications and the rule matching to identify the application issues. Besides, this method also supports traces generated by strace on Linux. The hybrid methods can combine the advantages of active methods and passive methods to improve the network performance.

IV. CHALLENGES

In this section, we wrap up our survey with a qualitative look at the reviewed research works in the area of network troubleshooting.

A. Time Usage

Most of the reviewed works have not concentrated on the runtime of their methods. They only focus on finding the solutions to deal with network troubleshooting [3]–[5]. In [8], the authors pointed out that the time processing of the troubleshooting systems need to be less than the life’s time of the faults. Besides, some methods estimate the runtime, but their research works have not evaluated whether the runtime is less than the life’s time of the faults or not. In this paper, the authors also estimate the runtime of APTG algorithm, and propose the real-time version of APTG algorithm. Others [34] proposed the troubleshooting method using trace-ordering algorithm which has the best-case linear running time (less than 1 seconds). With the large trace (1GB trace), the time processing is less than 2 minutes.

B. Network Influencing

Troubleshooting without influencing the network systems need to be carefully concerned. Some research works [8] [43] focus on active methods which generate the test packets to the network systems in order to evaluate and troubleshoot the network issues. However, in these methods, they illustrated that the test packets consume approximately 1 percent of link capacity.
TABLE I: A summary of research viewed in section II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Traditional tools</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anand et al. [7]</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Packet loss, packet reordering, congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeng et al. [8]</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Router configuration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Incorrect firewall rule, forward rule, congestion, strict priorities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le et al. [27]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Router configuration</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Router misconfiguration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agarwal et al. [28]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Network traffic-based features</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Application issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mestres et al. [41]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Network traffic-based features</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Routing in an Overlay Network, and Resource Management in an NFV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [38]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>6 features of basic trace</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>13 eBays failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayaraj et al. [40]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Number of bursts between failures</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Congestion or contention losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalibhat et al. [39]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Heap, CPU, thread of master and slaves nodes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Application misconfigurations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahimkar et al. [13]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Layer-1 Alarms, SNMP, Router Syslogs, etc</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Packet loss, router CPU utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duffield et al. [6]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>Status of links</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Link failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kompella et al. [42]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>SNMP MIB, router syslog, SONET PM data, router config</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Link failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen et al. [19]</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>End-to-end application traffic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Link failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traverso et al. [10]</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Network traffic-based features</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhuang et al. [34]</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>System calls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Application issues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Accuracy

Network troubleshooting systems are to detect and locate the issues in the network. However, some methods can provide the false alarms which make the IT administrators difficult to manage the network systems. There are few research works concentrating on this issue. Padmanabhan et al. [17] proposed the method based on Random Sampling, Linear Optimization, and Bayesian Inference using Gibbs Sampling to troubleshoot the link loss with the false positive rate under 5 percent. Mahimkar et al. [13] presented NICE that can detect and define the location of packet loss for 98 percent of loss events. Prelude [31] is forwarding loop detection system that can achieve 0.3 percent of false positives. With machine learning or rule-based technique [27], the network troubleshooting systems can easily evaluate and estimate the accuracy. However, these approaches need to define the trade-off between troubleshooting performance and the resource consumption.

D. Scalability

Scalability is a factor which evaluates the expanding of troubleshooting systems when the IT administrators want to troubleshoot and locate new issues because one system only focuses on some defined network troubles. None of the reviewed research works seriously consider this issue. The machine learning and rule-based methods have the potential to easily expand and detect new kinds of networks issues. These methods only modify the data input to construct another model or dataset of the rule to detect other network issues. However, this issue is not investigated in the most of these works. With coefficient-based methods, it is not easy to modify the core algorithms which are compatible with some defined issues, to troubleshoot new network issues.

E. Knowledge Extraction

Currently, most of the reviewed research works are only responsible for network troubleshooting. Over time, the network systems not only resolve the current network issues but also it need to anticipate the implicit issues in the future to decide appropriate traffic policies [41]. It is necessary to analysis the log events to discover new knowledge. For instances, node X is usually congested at Y pm, some abnormal traffic sent to node Z every morning, etc. As for the long-term planning, network systems can use the historical data to forecast and estimate the network capacity (e.g. high traffic load, high packet loss, etc). For example, if we can estimate the traffic load, we can accurately estimate when the network system needs to be upgraded.

V. Conclusion

Network troubleshooting plays an essential role in network management and diagnoses. The novel aspect of this survey is special concentration on the issues in the network. These issues are categorized into application issues and network issues. Besides, we thoroughly investigate some troubleshooting approaches to provide the extensive understanding of their characteristics and the useful guidelines for network troubleshooting research. Moreover, we present some open issues with some insights into the future trends.

With the improvement of SDN, the necessary for SDN troubleshooting is very large. However, the research works on SDN troubleshooting are in early stage, so the implementation of network troubleshooting in ONOS (Open Network Operating System) [30] also is the necessary issue.
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